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Abstract—This video illustrates our work on contact points
planning and its recent enhancement by two new functionalities.
First, by taking advantage of the possibilities offered by our
initial posture generator, we include additional tasks in the
planning that are not related to locomotion. Second, we refine the
potential function that guides the planner so as to cope with more
challenging scenarios. We then test these novelties on difficult
problems with success, and experiment the output of one of the
planned scenario on a HRP-2 humanoid robot.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cyclic motions, although useful in practice, prove to be
limited and there are plenty of situations where acyclic mo-
tion with eventually additional links’ support are required to
achieve complex transportation motions. A simple example
could be the humanoid robot grasping a ramp to ease climb-
ing high stairs. Non-gaited motion planning has been more
formally addressed in simulation in [1] and [2]. A different
approach has been proposed by the authors in [3] and [4]
where real experiments have been conducted on the HRP-
2 humanoid robot. Acyclic motions having contact supports
that could occur on any part of the robot with any part of
the environment is on the stage of full realization, but there
remain many problems to be solved and future extension to
be addressed that have been discussed in [5].

In this video, we show that our approach allows also an
interesting extension at nearly no cost to handle additional
constraints related to tasks that are not linked to locomotion.
A companion paper is submitted as a regular paper in this
edition of IROS which thoroughly explains the increment on
our previous achievements.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Overall planner

In [3] we presented a planner with the following principle:
planning is made in the space of sets of contactsSC, by
building incrementally a tree of such sets. The difference
between a father and its son is exactly one contact (more or
less). To drive the planning, a potential functionf is given.
At each iteration, the best leaf of the tree (according tof )
is selected and its sons are built by adding or removing a
contact. If some of the new leaves are too close to existing
nodes or leaves, they are discarded. This mechanism is inspired
by the potential-field-based planner Best First Planning (BFP),
see [6]. However, we are planning here inSC, which allows

a dramatic reduction of the search space compared to the
usual configuration space. Yet it does not allow to take into
account the geometrical and physical limitations of the robot:
two contacts of a set may be too far from each another, a
contact may force collisions or instability of the robot, etc.
Feasibility of a set must be checked, and this is done with a
posture generator (section II-B), see Fig. 1. Upon failure of
the posture generator, the set of contacts is discarded.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the planner and its components.

In [4], we introduced some major concepts regarding the
choice of new contacts, the design of the potential function,
and a positive interaction between both of these concepts.
The choice of a new contact is made directly during the
posture generation attempt and is based on the criterion of
the posture generator. We thus reduce significantly the number
of feasibility checks to perform and especially the number of
failures of generation attempts, which are the most time costly
computations.

The design off relies on a rough trajectoryT in the
configuration space. This trajectory is defined by several key
postures between which a linear interpolation is made. It does
not necessarily lies completely in the free configuration space,
nor does it need to be in the robot stability space. It is just a
guide upon which we build a descending valley-like potential
whose minimum is at the end ofT . This trajectory was first
given manually through key configurations. We now developed



a method to generate it automatically, see [7]. Refinement in
f have also been made, namely to reduce the search space
and converge fastly toward the solution in constraint spaces
(see IROS companion paper). In [4] and recently we usedf

as part of the criteria in posture generation, and take this into
account in the BFP-like part of the planner to generate far less
nodes.

Planning is thus made in the sets of contacts space, but
with a constant link to the configuration space. The inputs
of our planner are the data of the environment, the data of
the robot, a feasible starting set of contacts and some end
conditions. Output is a sequence of sets of contacts along with
their associated witness postures.

B. Posture Generator

For a given set of contacts{Ci} as input, the posture
generator writes and attempts to solve an optimization problem
with (non-linear) constraints, whose variables are then degrees
of freedom of the robotq:

min
q∈Q

f(q) (1)

whereQ is the set of admissible postures for these contacts:

Q =







































q−i ≤ qi ≤ q+

i , ∀i ∈ [|1, n|] (2)

ǫij ≤ d(ri(q), rj(q)), ∀(i, j) ∈ Iauto (3)

ǫik ≤ d(ri(q), Ok), ∀(i, k) ∈ Icoll (4)

s(q) ≤ 0 (5)

gi(q) = 0 ∀ Ci (6)

hi(q) ≤ 0 ∀ Ci (7)

Inequalities (2) are the joint limits; eqs. (3) define constraints
for auto-collision avoidance between pairs of robot’s bodies
(ri, rj) given by Iauto. d is the minimum distance between
two objects, that need to be positive; eqs. (4) deal also with
collision avoidance betweenri and any objectOk of the
environment, pairs are defined byIcoll; ǫij andǫik are security
margins for these constraints;s is a static stability criterion –s
can simply be the belonging of the projection of the center of
mass to the convex hull of contacting points. An extension of
this criterion can be used as proposed by [8]–;gi andhi are
respectively the equality and inequality constraints describing
the ith contact –basically, they force a point and a frame of a
link to correspond to a point and a frame of the environment.

The optimization criterionf is optional. It allows the user
control the overall look of the obtained posture. For example,
the user may want to have human-like postures. In [3], we used
the distance to a reference posture, in [4], the potential function
f of the planner level is used as optimization criterion.

To solve such an optimization problem we use FSQP which
allows the use of any function provided it is at least twice
continuous. In particular, it copes with non-linear criteria and
constraints.

Let’s take as an example the following mission illustrated
by the attached video: the robot must carry a glass containing
a liquid. If the robot does not have the glass in the gripper, it
must first reach it. This part of the planning was solved in [3].

Separating the problem into sub-missions as “go to the
glass”, “grasp the glass”, “carry it”, and so on, would be the
purpose of an higher-level task planner and is beyond the scope
of this work. Here we assume the robot with the glass grasped.
In order not to spill a drop of liquid, the robot must keep at
all time the glass in a vertical position, and in particular at
each witness posture associated to a node of our planner. This
task can be described with:

Tglass =















n(q).i = 0

n(q).j = 0

−n(q).k < 0

(8)

where n(q) is the axis of the hand carrying the glass, and
(i, j,k) is a frame of the world. This task is added to every
posture generation. Every posture of the output plan will
respect its constraints. Adding a task in the planning decreases
the number of degree of freedom of the robot, meaning a
witness posture will be found for fewer sets of contacts. It
has thus a direct impact on the plan, since it reduces the
possibilities of the planner.

Using the framework described in [4], we played the output
of the glass scenario on HRP-2 robot. Since some posture were
really demanding for the robot, and some step redundant we
manually removed some nodes. We were able to play success-
fully the plan with a glass filled with Japanese tea. The video
blends virtual reality simulation showing at the beginningwhat
the contact planner attempts are, all the postures that have
been found are displayed (fast). In the second stage the video
illustrates the sequence of contacts set that have been chosen,
and then how the trajectory is generated between successive
contact sets. At the end, the overall motion planning is played
in the HRP-2 robot.

See also paper ID980.
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